2018 Blue Team Code of Ethics

Integrity
The Blue Team will be honest in presenting opinions and results
- We will be communicative with one another with concerns or unexpected situations
- We will be honest in our portrayal of our final product to potential customers, users, and investors
- We will engage in respectful conversations with potential customers, users, investors, Pappalardo and 2.009 staff and be receptive to their feedback
- We will uphold MIT’s standards for academic and personal integrity

Product Not Ego
The Blue Team agrees to put the team’s needs before our individual needs
- We will act in the best interest of the team as a whole
- We will put forward the same amount of effort to create a positive and creative team environment no matter the direction we choose to take

Teamwork
The Blue Team promises to trust one another and recognize the importance of working together
- We will complete tasks on schedule or reach out for help
- We will support other team members when in need
- We will seek to understand each others’ opinions and work to find solutions together

Communication
The Blue Team will value feedback and active listening
- We will create an environment of candor and respect where opinions can be shared
- We will pay attention whenever a teammate is conveying an idea and/or opinion
- We will respectfully convey our ideas and opinions
- When engaging in user testing, we will be transparent about our motives

Safety
The Blue Team promises to abide by lab rules
- When in doubt, we will make sure to contact our tool officers before utilizing any tool
- We will respect and follow the guidelines set forward by our safety officers
- We will respect and follow the Pappalardo and PDL Lab rules as well as the staff’s guidelines and instructions

Support
The Blue Team will care for each other
- We will support each other at events outside of 2.009 such as plays, concerts and games, among others
- We will check-in on one another throughout the semester and make sure we are getting proper sleep and eating correctly
Experience
The Blue Team promises to help everyone gain the experience and skills they wish to obtain from 2.009
- If we possess the knowledge, we will help teach other team members skills they would like to learn

Budget
The Blue Team shall make purchases abiding by the team’s financial rules
- Before choosing to buy materials, we will consult with the financial officers first
- We will always keep in mind the team’s budget and plan accordingly; if changes are needed, we will allow time for a proper response

Decision making
The Blue Team promises to make decisions in an environment where all viewpoints are considered important to the decision making process
- We shall provide the necessary information to make an informed decision
- We shall express our concerns when making a final decision
- We shall utilize objective analysis not popular opinions to inform decisions

Team Spirit
Go Big, Go Blue!!!!
- We shall always support one another when in a 2.009 presentation
- We shall always wear blue to presentations and specific class events
- We shall be the loudest in the room and chant in unison
- We will represent our team with pride and enthusiasm
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